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Archives
Donnerstag, 26. Juli 2018
New Chair for Business Administration, Innovation and Creativity

Prof. Dr. Shashi Matta (44) is the inaugural holder of the Chair for Business
Administration, Innovation and Creativity at the Catholic University of
Eichstätt-Ingolstadt (KU). With this new chair, the WFI - Ingolstadt School
of...[mehr]

Montag, 23. Juli 2018
Liturgical scientist Benini appointed as guest professor in Washington

From the following winter semester, Dr. Marco Benini, liturgical scientist from
Eichstätt, will teach and research at the Catholic University of America (CUA)
as guest professor. Benini initially decided for a one-year stay in...[mehr]

Freitag, 13. Juli 2018
Bavarian research network on Latin America involving ZILAS

The Bayerisches Hochschulzentrum für Lateinamerika (BAYLAT) has founded
the research network “Forschungsnetzwerk Lateinamerika in Bayern”
(LATinBAY) on Latin America with participation of the KU Center for Latin
American Studies...[mehr]

Freitag, 13. Juli 2018
Laudato Si’ research team presents project report to Pope Francis

A team of KU members and representatives of the Federation of German
Scientists (VDW) presented a report on the project “Laudato Si’ - the papal
encyclical for a great transformation” to Pope Francis on the occasion of a
personal...[mehr]

Freitag, 29. Juni 2018
KU cooperation in Islamic studies for an “archeology of religious
knowledge”

In the interest of mutual understanding of Judaism, Christianity and Islam, the
Chair of Fundamental Theology (Prof. Dr. Christoph Böttigheimer) at the KU
and the Chair of Oriental Philology and Islamic studies (Prof. Dr.
Georges...[mehr]

Sonntag, 24. Juni 2018
Shalom prize awarded to Syrian Center for Media and Freedom of
Expression

On the occasion of a festive ceremony held at the KU, Syrian journalist and
human rights activist Yara Bader received the Shalom prize 2018 awarded by
the working group “Shalom für Gerechtigkeit und Frieden” promoting peace
and...[mehr]

Mittwoch, 13. Juni 2018

Spatial concentration impedes integration of migrant kids

Spatial concentration can compromise integration of children with migrant
background. These are the findings of a joint study carried out by the Munich
ifo Institute and the Chair of Economics (Microeconomics) at the KU.
The...[mehr]

Montag, 28. Mai 2018
New German-Colombian Master’s degree program on peace and conflict
research

In the next winter semester, the KU will launch the new international Master’s
degree program “Conflict, Memory and Peace” offered together with the
Colombian Universidad del Rosario (Bogotá).[mehr]

Mittwoch, 16. Mai 2018
Time is money: Study on the patience of angry customers

How much time can companies take in processing complaints about poor
service and compensate customers? And how do customers’ expectations
change depending on how long they have to wait for their compensation?
These are just some...[mehr]

Dienstag, 08. Mai 2018
KU degree programs Geography and Political Science lead in CHE
ranking

The current CHE university ranking confirmed the positive reputation of the KU
among students: The study options in the programs Geography and Political
Science were repeatedly rated top level in the ZEIT university guide.
In...[mehr]
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